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The normandy developmenT agency, 
a one-sTop shop for businesses

  A single office devoted to an investment fund:   
Normandy Investments

The normandy development agency is the region’s secret weapon in assisting businesses and employ-
ment. it is open to all businesses regardless of size and to all sectors, from the traditional to the pionee-
ring. The fund can raise up to €100 million over three years. it invests in businesses, assisting them in 
their launch or expansion.

 A B2B zone
The service to businesses is based on five main areas:
• a «solutions» zone for economic aid
• an «internationalisation and export» zone
• a «European projects» zone
• a «Fast-Forward Normandy» zone dedicated to the regional accelerator
• a zone reserved for «Normandy Investments» 

applications are quickly processed, from the statement of requirements to the hearing and opening of 
the funding agreement. each business is provided with a contact person who, in turn, delivers a res-
ponse within two months.

 Fifty employees ready to help businesses
a team of 50 employees in caen and rouen offer businesses a wide array of expertise: support in the 
development of projects, advice on tax relief for innovations, on intellectual property and on access to 
financing, including european funds.

Contact:  

www.adnormandie.fr – tel : 00 33 2 31 53 34 40
AD Normandie
campus effiscience - 2 esplanade anton philips - 14 460 colombelles - france

fascinating 
a holiday desTinaTion of choice

beaches, forests, natural areas, medieval sites 
and remarkable locations… Normandy proudly 
boasts a turbulent and exciting past, from the 
Vikings through to the D-Day Landings. Many 
of its traditions and sites feature on the 
UNESCO world heritage list, including the 
fortifications built by Vauban on Tatihou 
island, the Bayeux Tapestry, Alençon’s 
lace-making tradition, the world-famous 
Mont-Saint-Michel, and Le Havre city center.

inclusion of The normandy
landings beaches on
unesco ’s world 
heriTage lisT

This major project would both ensure 
that the beaches remain unspoilt and 
intact, and, even more crucially, 
enable the human values of liberty, 
peace and reconciliation to be passed 
on to future generations.

from The cliffs aT eTreTaT
To monT-sainT-michel bay

altogether, normandy has 640 
kilometres of coastline, ranging from 
limestone cliffs to cliffs of granite, and 
pebble beaches to beaches of fine 
sand. it has the third longest stretch 
of coast in france, and its 120 km of 
limestone cliffs on the alabaster 
coast, with the famous arches and 
needle at etretat, are the highest in 
europe.

normandy boasts a particularly rich literary and picturesque 
heritage and continues to be a land of creative and inventive 
artists. it is a crucible of talents and festivals that stimulate the 
region in all disciplines. The home of claude monet in giverny 
was of great inspiration to the famous painter and allows the 
region to claim itself as the cradle of impressionism.
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winston churchill port in arromanches
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The etretat cliffs

giverny monet’s garden
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mont saint-michel
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haras du pin

where equine means excellence
 
in terms of the equine economy, everything from horse-breeding to 
research takes place in normandy, in the three equestrian speciali-
ties of harness-racing, flat-racing, and sport. normandy’s exceptional 
historical and geographical advantages have made it a promised land 
for champions – whether horse, jockey, driver, rider, trainer or 
equipment manufacturer. The le pin national stud, the saint-lô 
equestrian centre, and the deauville international equestrian centre 
enjoy international renown, while the Hippolia equine competitive 
cluster comprises 3 entities working in the fields of research and 
innovation in the equine sector.
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naTurally...
n o r m a n d y

a region for The fuTure 

normandy is home to a number of 
innovative economic sectors, and 
boasts seven competitive clusters 
stimulating research and innovation 
within businesses working in a number 
of areas of excellence: the agri-food 
and automotive industries, logistics, 
secure electronic transactions, 
cosmetics, the equine sector and the 
sea.

agriculTural rooTs
and The sea’s riches...

normandy is renowned for its crops, livestock, dairy 
products and seafood. The region is a leader in numerous 
products: cheese, butter, cream, meat, fish and shellfish, 
vegetables, cider apples and flax. 

...broughT To markeT by
a dynamic secTor

with 25,000 workers and the valorial competi-
tive cluster, the agri-food industry is the region’s 
3rd largest sector, employing some 25,000 
workers. many products bearing the protected 
designation of origin label are manufactured 
here, such as calvados, pommeau de norman-
die, and camembert and neufchâtel cheeses, all 
of which further enhance normandy’s reputation 
for good food..

welcoming

gourmet
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skills and experTise in 
shipbuilding and sailing

The region is renowned for its proficiency in yacht-building and 
ship-building, with major shipyards in Cherbourg-Octeville (subma-
rines and leisure craft) and Dieppe (ship repairs, and construction of 
tugboats, trawlers, and supply vessels).

a geographical and
sTraTegic locaTion of choice
 where life is good

between land and sea, town and country, 
normandy benefits from an exceptional 
environment in the heart of northern 
europe, with access to a market of 200 
million consumers. With three major cities 
(Rouen, Caen, Le Havre), a solid network of 
towns, numerous villages and outstanding 
scenery, normandy provides a harmo-
nious regional grid that hosts diverse 
economic activities. well-equipped with 
communication channels and networks, it 
also offers top-quality infrastructures for 
businesses and the education and 
research sector.

health: a pre-eminent issue
a region ThaT’s driving science on

Caen and Rouen both have a number of major 
health facilities, working in partnership in the 
realms of healthcare, research, education and 
training. normandy also leads the field in 
neuroscience, contributing to increased 
knowledge of the human brain thanks to cyceron. 
normandy is also well-positioned in the fields of 
nutrition, cardiology and biotechnology. 

commiTTed To The fighT 
againsT cancer

supported by the work being carried out at caen 
university hospital and the françois baclesse and 
henri becquerel cancer care centres, cancer 
research is making progress. in 2018, archade will 
be europe’s leading resource centre for research into 
hadrontherapy, a new type of radiotherapy used to 
fight cancer.

cyclotron protons 230 mev d’iba

scallop 

A LEADER IN MARINE RENEWAbLE ENERgIEs (MRE)  

With three 500 MW offshore wind farm projects off the coast of 
Courseulles, Fécamp and Le Tréport, several major industrial, port-based 
and maintenance sites, an international research centre and a 
demonstrator site, normandy leads the other french regions in the 
offshore wind power sector, and also boasts the country’s greatest 
potential for harnessing marine current power.

high-tech sectors 
& cutting-edge technology

a region for research

The French National Large Heavy Ion Accelerator (gAN IL) in Caen makes Normandy a leading player in the 
field of atomic physics. similarly, the Centre for Vibro-Acoustic Research for the Automotive Industry (Centre 
d’etudes de vibro-acoustique pour l’automobile) in saint-etienne-du-rouvray, cerTam , a research centre 
focusing on combustion engines, in the city of Rouen and and the Dynamic Testing Centre (Centre d’Essais 
dynamiques) in flers-caligny offer expert support to the automotive and aeronautical industries, etc.

digiTal normandy
 

The birthplace of the first chip-and-pin payment 
card and the world’s first transaction with a mobile 
phone fitted with an nfc chip, normandy is home 
to a whole range of digital businesses (higher and 
continuous learning, laboratories, secure 
electronic Transactions cluster, maritime iT 
services, e-commerce/distance selling, e-health, 
e-tourism, clustered web services, etc.).
The expertise shown, especially in the areas of 
semi-conductors, electronic banking and 
contactless applications, and virtual and 
augmented reality, is already well-esteemed. The 
Forum Digital business incubators (Caen), 
Cantines Numériques (Le Havre) and seine 
Innopolis (Rouen) are dedicated to nascent 
internet and digital enterprise forays and are home 
to over 75 start-ups overflowing with projects. The 
region has gained the moniker of «Normandy 
French Tech». This endeavour, coordinated by 
caen, rouen and le havre, presents a fantastic 
opportunity to greatly develop the region’s clearly 
dynamic and innovative digital ecosystem.

The aeronauTical indusTry in
normandy, excellence aT work

The aeronautical and space industries play a leading 
role in the local economy, providing 14,500 jobs. 
large equipment manufacturers and numerous 
subcontractors are based in the area: snecma in 
vernon produces ariane rocket engines, aircelle in le 
havre manufactures engine nacelles and thrust 
reversers for airbus.

cars: driving The region’s indusTry 

The Mov’éo competitive cluster, with its major 
constructors and subcontractors, is home to more 
than 70% of the french car industry’s research and 
development. The renault cléon plant is the cradle 
of leading french electrical engines.

new ways of bringing
agriculTural producTs To markeT

new non-food ways of using agricultural products 
mean that new industrial outlets are increasingly 
being found for plant materials, such as biofuels, 
insulating materials, and technical textiles, while 
flax and hemp fibres are used in a wide range of 
industries (automotive, aeronautical, etc.).

one of The counTry’s leading
regions for pharmaceuTicals
cosmeTics and luxury packaging 

normandy is the 3rd most important french region in 
pharmaceutical chemistry. it is also a member of the 
cosmetic valley, the world’s leading perfumery cosmetics 
cluster. it is a leader in luxury glass bottles and accounts 
for 75% of global production of luxury packaging for the 
perfume, spirits and pharmaceutical industries.

The dôme in caen

france’s leading region in
Terms of power producTion 

Normandy is a major supplier of nuclear, 
thermal and renewable power. The sector 
employs some 26,000 workers, with the 
support of seven regional laboratories 
working in partnership with a labex 
(laboratory of excellence) in the fields of 
materials for power production and clean 
combustion.

flax
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rouen university
microbiology laboratory 
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manufacture of the  electrical engine in renault cléon plant
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Training adapTed To 
business needs

normandy university, comprising the 
universities of caen, le havre, rouen, 
ensa normandie, ensicaen and insa, 
educates almost 70,000 students in a 
diverse range of subjects. Normandy can 
also provide other types of high-level 
training in a long list of business and 
engineering schools, such as cesi, the 
higher national maritime institute, 
normandy management school, 
esigelec, esiTc, esiTpa, isel, ispa, 
neoma business school, and so on.

aTTracTive, compeTiTive porTs

The ports of le havre, rouen and paris together make haropa – france’s 
leading port complex – which connects the country to the entire world and 
serves the largest market of consumers in france.

normandy has also developed an important business of cross-channel 
transport out of the ports of cherbourg, caen-ouistreham, le havre and 
dieppe.

port of le havre

paradging in swiss normandy


